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The class of all finite mixing distributions relative to noncentral t-distributions or noncentral 
F-distributions is identifiable. 
The set of all finite mixtures of a class @ of probability measures is simply the convex hull 
of cp: 
2 = {Q : Q(.) = gC’iPeis0, C’i > 0, 2 C’i = 1, N 1 1). 
i=l i=l 
The class of finite mixing distributions is identifiable if, and only if, the equation 
N M 
CCiPoi = CCiPij, 
kl j=l 
implies that N = M and that the (Ci, 0i) ‘s are a permutation of the (C,,~‘:)‘S, for more 
detail see Chandra [l]. The property of identifiability is an important consideration when 
estimating the parameters of a mixture (e.g., [2]). 
The following theorem given by Teicher [4] gives sufficient conditions for the identifiability 
of finite mixing distributions. 
THEOREM 1 (TEICHER [4]). Let 3 = {F} be afamilyofcommutative distribution functions 
with transforms a(t) defined for tsS@ (the domain of definition of a) such that the mapping 
M : F -+ @ is linear and one-to-one. Suppose that there exists a total ordering (5) of3 such 
that Fl < F2 implies (i) Sal 5 ,S& (ii) the existence of some tlsS@ (tl being independent 
of @I such that limt,t M = 0. Then the class H’ of all finite mixtures of3 is identifiable. 
The above sufficient conditions for identifiability of finite mixing distribution relative to 
certain families of distributions were given by Teicher (1963). Sufficient conditions with 
somewhat weaker assumptions were given by Chandra (1977). 
THEOREM 2 (CHANDRA [l]). 
Let there be associated with each Fie3a transform q5i having the domain of definition Ddi, 
and suppose that the mapping M : Fi -+ +i is linear. Suppose also that there exists a total 
ordering (5) of 0 such that (i) Fl 5 F2(Fl, F2~3) implies D+l < D,+z (ii) for each Fls3, 
there exists some tl in the closure of TI = {t : 41(t) # 0) such that limt_rl,,T, $$ = 0. 
For each Fl < Fz(Fl, Fze3). Then the class, A, of all finite mixing distributions is 
identifiable relative to 3. 
If we consider the moments of the random variable X about the origin as the required 
transforms in the theorem given by Teicher [4], we note that this transform is not one-to-one. 
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The following are two examples of distributions which are not determined uniquely be their 
moments, see Patels (1976). 
(a) The longnormal distribution: 
f1(x) ={ g&T;x _ a) exp - [log(x - a) - m]* 2g* , a<x<cq u>O. 
and the distribution 
f*(x) = { fl(x>{l+ Esin{$$og(x - a)] - m}}, a<x<co 
where 0 < ~1, k: is any positive integer, have exactly the same moments, 
?- 
~:=C(r)a’-‘exp(mi+~i*a’), r=O,l,2,... 
i=o 
(b) The two distributions: 
and 
fll(x) = { FeyCI)+p CORPS>, 2 > 0 
, 
n(x) = { f (;)IJ 0’ siW7 sin(v>l, x > 0 
I 
where C = bwI4m~), 0 < P < 4, have exactly the same moments, 
Pi 
Ip) 
= *[cos(WW”, T = 0,1,2,. . . . 
P 
So, we must use the theorem given by Chandra [l] if we use moments of the random 
variable X about the origin as the required transforms. 
It is worthwhile to mention that the noncentral t and noncentral F distributions are 
important in the theory of statistics. 
PROPOSITION 1. The class of all finite mixing distributions relative to noncentral t-distri- 
butions or noncentral F distributions is identifiable. 
PROOF: 
(1) Noncentral t-distribution: Assuming that X w noncentral t-distribution, with noncen- 
trality parameter 6 and d.f. Y. The p.d.f. of a noncentral &distribution is given by 
(1) 
Putting 6 = 0 in (l), we get the p.d.f., f”(z) of a central t-distribution. 
Then the tth moment of the random variable X about the origin, is given by see Patels 
(1976). 
where 
czt-1 = 
2 (2t - 1)!62’-’ 
i=l (2i - l)!(t _ i)!p-i’ t = 1p2j3r**’ 
t 
(2t)!6*’ 
‘** = g (2i)!(t _ i)!2t-i ’ t = 1, 2, 3, ‘* ’ 
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Then FI < F2 when vi < 19 and 61 = 62 
42(t) w9)(“2)4v3 
iqq= r(q>r( +(z+)‘/2 
Now with o,+l(t) = (0, VI), o.+,(t) = (0, ~2) and tl = ~1 
Since Limt_V,r(v) - r(0+) = 00 
and Lim,_,,P( 9$) = P(v) 
which is positive real number then, 
(2) Noncentral F-distribution: Consider X - noncentral F-distribution with noncentrality 
parameter X and ~1 and 7-2 are the degrees of freedom. The p.d.f. of a noncentral F- 
distribution is given by 
Putting X = 0 in (2), we get the p.d.f. f(z) of a central F-distribution. 
The tth moment of the random variable X about the origin is given by, see Patels [3]. 
where 
ct = 2*r(t+ $)~(!,,i?$) 
j=o 2 
Then Fl < F2 when TZJ < ‘2,~ and r1,1 = r1,2, X1 = A2. So, 
42Ol=r(F - t)r( y)(r2,2)* 
h(t) r(y - t)r( y)(r2,l)t 
NOW with Dgl(t) = (0, y), D+2(t) = (0, y) and t1 = y 
Since Lim *_+r(y - t) --) r(0+) = CO 
and Lim G.+Y y _ t) = qraVa;Q.* ) 
which is positive real number then, 
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